we calculate the gravitational potential due to the elementary disc at a distance z from the centre of the oblate and then it will be integrated for the whole length of the oblate for getting the total potential due to the whole oblate. As the calculation of Potential for the case of oblate is similar to that of prolate ( detailed calculation is done in Chapter-5), in the following we write only the final results:
We talce spherical polar co-ordinate system. P (x',y',z') be the point where potential is to be calctilated Pix',y',z') = PiRCose'Sm(p\RSme'Siy) (p\RCos(p') Q{x',y', z') = 0{rCo.se,rSme, z) on disc > \2 r" = R'Sin'cpXCos'e' + Sm'd') + R 'Cos'(p' + r' +(Cos^d' + Sin^d') 2K-6' f G /r^ fG 6 ^' ^ ]. I 2 ' 4aJ\l\ 2 ' 4"a,
and -= y, da = dy, considering x in the K + ] 2 direction of P, 0'= 0, a =6 and as a-> 0 /o 2;r, 7->0 to TT, //ye^?
Now, /'= j VZ' + GZ + 5' dz When, E{K,q) = r:\\--q'--r^q'-. q, ) -^\UrR' +// -Sah' q; ) ]
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-^]6a-R' +// +Sah q!, ) \ ^' " 16o^y?' +16a'6' +6' -8ai?'7?CoV-32o'i?5/V ^;^ = -64a^RSin equation (6.15 ) is the expression for Gravitational Potential of an elliptical mass of Oblate shape at any point outside the Oblate. In Chapter-3 ( Sec. 3.3), in case of the calculation of Gravitational Potential of thin uniform straight rod at any point, we have seen that if we draw an ellipse with A and B as foci then for all points on the ellipse, the sum of the focal distances will be the same ( where for the point P on the surface of the ellipse the sum of the focal distances is (r, +^3)) and for all points over the surface of the ellipse the potential is constant. The potential is also constant over the ellipsoid obtained by revolving this ellipse about the line joining the foci, i.e., about AB.
In figure 6 .2, v^ vs 7? is plotted; (p = 30°,45° and 90°. Figure 6 In Figure 6 .3, we see that the value of i// drops to a minimum and then rises again.
This may be because of the fact that the potential remains constant only in some ellipsoidal surface like in case of an uniform rod as discussed above, whereas in this case the distance R is kept constant and it will generate a spherical surface.
Thus we find that the expression for Gravitational Potential of an elliptical mass of Oblate shape at any point outside the Oblate (equation (6.15)) is correct.
The programme is given in Appendix-II & -III ?C<y>0 
